That's when Troy University introduced distance learning to the world.

50 years ago TROY saw the future.
Brick-and-Click: From Distance Learning of 1957 to eCampus of today

In 1957, Troy University launched distance learning through extension and correspondence courses. The idea was to provide higher education to students unable to attend traditional on-campus classes and that idea grew into a global program.

Today, we’ve enhanced the experience with the introduction of eCampus, the newest generation of online, on-demand education.

Education Anytime

With eCampus, students in virtually any location can earn an accredited college education or simply take desired courses from an esteemed brick-and-mortar university. And the beauty is, students can accomplish this on their own schedules.

Both undergraduate and graduate degrees are offered using a variety of interactive Web-based classes and lessons. To maintain the highest standards, eCampus course requirements are as demanding as those for students in the classroom.

Community Enrichment

TROY’s extensive eCampus programs equate to individual empowerment. The opportunity to learn with remote flexibility means working adults can continue supporting families and pursuing careers, while advancing themselves academically and professionally.

TROY’s eCampus transcends traditional boundaries of time and place. It brings the highest quality of education to motivated individuals anywhere — building human resources that enhance communities, and drive positive change.

To learn how TROY’s Brick-and-Click Campus is making a difference locally and around the world, visit us at troy.edu.